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In the study of finite groups, a fundamental and frequently encountered 
situation involves a z--group together with a rr’-group of operators. If  informa- 
tion is available about the action of the operator group, it is often desirable 
to translate this information into information about the structure of the 
underlying group. This paper is devoted to a special aspect of this sort of 
situation. The results are certainly not the best possible, and are of interest 
primarily for their qualitative nature. The technique of proof is of some 
interest, too. 
For each group S, F(S) ::z F,(S) is the Fitting subgroup of S and 
F,, 1(S) =~I F(S mod F,(S)), 72 = I, 2, ... .I The least positive integer 
h - h(S) such that S =: F&S’) is the Fitting height of S. and the chain 
1 =- F,(S) C F,(S) C ... is the upper Fittin,: series of S. 
'I(IIEORERI. I f  p, q ure primes, S is n solvable p’-group ad A is a group of 
operators of S of order p, the?1 
(a) O&(4) 5 US) for q ;‘- 2. 
(b) O&,(A)) cr F,(S). 
Cc) O”G,W) E %7~,~,(V~ 
COROLLARY. Suppose S is a solvable n-group and A is a solvable rr’-group 
of operators of S of order p1 .‘. p,! , where each p, is a prime. Then 
h(S) < 5” h(C,(A)). 
Jn particular, if C,(A) = 1, then h(S) < 5”. 
’ Notation and terminology of this paper conform with “Solvability of Groups of 
Odd Order,” W. FEIT AND J. THOMPSON, Pacific J. Math. (1963). This paper is 
designated by (0); result X of (0) is here referred to as result 0.X. 
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\C’e first derive the corollary from the theorem. Let h =~ h(C,(A)). Suppose 
N I. By the theorem, C,(d) c F.,,,(S), so .4 has no fised points on 
S,F,,,(S). Hence, /z(S) c. 4h I ‘. 5h. Suppose w 1. I,et A,, he ii normal 
subgroup of .-I of prime index. Then C,(A,,) admits A:d,, , so 
If(C,(A,,)) ‘: 4h ’ I. 
13~ induction on )I, 
h(S) 2s. 5’3 ’ h(C,(d,)) CC 5%. 
‘l’o prove the theorem, ne proceed by induction on S and by ~\ay of 
contradiction, Let C C,(A) and let G be the semidirect product of ,S 
tvith .g. If’e ohserve that if the theorem holds for the pairs (S, , A), (S, , A), 
then the theorem holds for (S, ,sl S, , --l), and if the theorem holds for 
(S, , .d), then the theorem holds for (T, A) for every A-subgroup T of S, 
Since S is a PI-group, we have 
(’ covers C,v(A) for every .q-section X of S. (1) 
Putting (I) together with the two observations yields 
G contains exactly one minimal normal subgroup ICI. (4 
Suppose iV is an r-group, r a prime. Then by (2), F(G) --= O,.(G). It 
follows that 
(c) holds if Y v. (3 
Since one of (a), (h), (c) fails, it follows that F(G) is an elementary r-group. 
Since F,(G),F(G) is an r’-group, Iye ha\e 
.I1 _ F(G) O,.(G). (4) 
I f  (a) fails, let 13 bc a subgroup of O,(c’) minimal subject to B Q F3(S). 
I f  (h) fails, let H he a subgroup of O,(C) minimal subject to B $ F,,(S). I f  
(c) fails, let B he a subgroup of O,,((‘) minimal subject to B $ 0,7,,L.,,(.S). 
‘I%us, B is a cyclic q-group aid 
s 13". (5) 
LVe may write (5) in the equivalent form 
8s S’R. (j’) 
Suppose .Y is a c/‘-section of S \vhich admits AB. ‘I’hen 
C,(A) c- C,(R). (6) 
‘I’o see this, WC may assume that C,(A) .Y. I,et S BiF. ‘I’hen by (I), 
I: F(B n CJ). Hence, 
[E, B] c F[E n C, B] s F(B n OJC)). 
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Thus, ~ F(E n O,(C)) : F i is a power of q and is also a q’-number, so that 
E n O,,(C) G F, which yields (6). Th e idea of the proof is to exploit (6). 
I,et .Y’ be a Sylow system of S which admits A, and for each set x of primes, 
let S, be the S,-subgroup of .‘/. \\‘e assume \vithout loss of generality that 
B c s,, 
Suppose s, t are distinct primes, s ; q, f -,g y, X is a s-section of S which 
admits 4B, Y is a t-section of S which admits An, I- normalizes X, and 
[B, J’] does not centralize X. In this case, \ve will show that q 2 and 2~ I 
is a power of t. Suppose false. lye may assume that 
Y = [Y, B], 1 -= [D(Y), HI, (7) 
X is elementary and is an irreducible ABY-group. (8) 
\\‘e may further assume that 
Ay ~- [X, Y] and 1’ acts faithfully on S. 
(7) implies that Y is special; (6) and (7) imply that 
(9) 
C,(A) c D(Y). (10) 
\\‘e mav also assume that 
Y/D(Y) is an irreducible A&group. (11) 
Let 1; -- [D( E’), A]. Suppose Y,, f  1. Then since Y, 4 I’AB, it follo\vs 
that C,r(Y,) z I. Hence, Y, is faithfully represented on [X, B] = X0 and 
X0 admits 4BY, . Since C,,,(B) -= I, so also CXJL4) .:= I by (6). This violates 
0.3.16.iii if we take Y,A as the Frobenius group and X0 as the representation 
module. Hence, (IO) yields 
I -= [D( I.), A], D( I’) -= C,(A). (12) 
I f  D( Y) =m I ( then YA is a Frobenius group. Let B, -= C,(Y). I f  [B, , X] +- 1, 
then by (8), X = [B, , X]. It follows that C,(B,) = I, so C,(A) = I, against 
0.3.16.iii. Hence, B, centralizes *Y. Hence, BAl'/B, is a Frohenius group 
\j.hich is faithfully represented on ,Y. ‘I‘his also violates 0.3.16.iii, since 
B, C R. \Ve may therefore assume that D(Y) $ 1. Ry (7), (8), (9), (12), it 
follows that Y is extra special. Let / Y 1 : P’-‘. 
Again, let B, == C,(Y). Suppose that B, does not centralize X. By Lemma 
0.13.4, it follows that t” -- p - 1. In particular, t := 2, so q f  2. Rut Y 
admits a cyclic group of automorphisms of order pq which centralizes D( I’), 
so by Lemma 0.13.6, pq divides t” -- 1 or tL 1, As fi -:: p --- 1, both 
possibilities are excluded. Hence, B, centralizes X. It now follow-s from 
Lemma 0.13.4 that B : B, 1 -= 2, and 2p ~- 1 := t”, 
Revmrk. Essentially the same result has been obtained by (~;. (~laubcrman 
in an unpublished note. 
Suppose (c) holds. \\‘e lvill derive a contradiction from this assumption. 
Ii‘ I i q, then O,,(.S) = 1, so O,,,, ,,.,, (S) O,,..,,(.S) z B. 13~ (5), it follows 
that ,s O,,,,,>(S), and so s S,,.K. 
Ifi q, then 0, ,,,,,(.S) .1fS,,, and .S :IIS,,.B, by (5). I,et 
R = S,, n N(S,,), 
so that S,, = MB = JIB, and A centralizes 8; also 
s, Md ,UB 
jl,~ = -jF = Tir 2 o,, ($.) 
Hence, B c O,(C), so we assume without loss of generality that fi : B. 
Let II 13 2 and suppose that F,+,(S”,,) C F,,(S,.). Let X be any subgroup 
ofF,,(S,,)/F,,_,(S,~,) which admits a4B and such that X is a t-group for some 
prime t. I f  q = 2 and 2p 1 is a power of a prime, we assume in addition 
that t f  2~ - 1. We will show that B centralizes AY, Suppose false. \Pe may 
assume that S = [X, B]. By virtue of our preceding argument X centralizes 
the A’,.-subgroup of Fn-l(S,,)lF,,_,(S,,,). But by definition of the upper 
Fitting series, this implies that X I. 
Hence, if y  +- 2 or if q -. 2 and 2p 1 is a power of no prime, then S,, 
is nilpotent. In this case, h(S) x..- 3 and the theorem is proved. 11-e may 
assume that q ~~~ 2 and 2p ~~ I is a power of the prime t. Our preceding 
argument shows that F,(S,,)/F(S,,.) is the direct product of a t’-group T, 
which is centralized by B and a t-group. By (5), T, is central in S,. . I f  
h(S,.) = 2, then h(S) < 4 and \ve are done. Suppose h(S,.) 2: 3. Then 
F,(S,,)/F,(S,,,) is also the direct product of a t’-group T, which is centralized 
by B and a t-group. By (5), 7’s is central in S,. This is clearly impossible by 
definition of the upper Fitting series. This contradiction shows that (c) does 
not hold. In particular, (3) yields 
I, ye q, (13) 
Let s be any prime + q. Suppose .S,.S,M C S. Then B C O,,,,(S,S,yM). 
Suppose S,S,M C S for all primes s. By Lemma 0.7.3, it follows that 
B C O,.,,(S) and (c) holds. Hence, we may assume that 
for some prime s # y. 
Let PO = S, n O,,,,(S), S, = Ns(Q,), G, ---_ N&J,) = Sa.4. Suppose 
S,M C S. Then B C O,.,,(S,M). Since &,0,,(S) == S and since S, c S, , 
it follows from Lemma 0.7.3 that B 5 O,,,,(S). This is not the case, so 
S,ild --= S. Also, S, n M = 1, by (2). Let K = Ss n S, . Thus, 
S, =: S,h’. (13 
Since Q,,K u S,, , (5) implies that Q,B = S, Let Q, = [Qa , KJ. Then 
Q),K <I S, , so 
C&B = S, . (16) 
nlinimality of B yields W(B) = B, c O,,,,(S), so 
Q,B, = ,o,, (17) 
Let K,, = O,s(S,J, so that F(S,) = Qa x K,, . Minimality of S implies 
that KF(S,)/F(S,) is special. By complete reducibility of AB on the Frattini 
factor group of KQ,/Q, , it follows that 
K, E D(K). (18) 
By (6) it follows that C,(A) E D(K). 
We next show that 
C,(A) -f 1. (19) 
Suppose false. Then by 0.3.16.iii, A centralizes every abelian /-subgroup 
of S,, which A normalizes. But KA and Q,,A are faithfully represented on M. 
We can therefore choose a prime t such that p ~ 1 is not a power of t and 
such that A normalizes but does not centralize some t-subgroup of S,, 
Here t = q or t = s. If  t # Y, then (19) holds by Lemma 0.13.4. Suppose 
t = Y. Thus, s = Y, and p - 1 is a power of q. In particular, q = 2. 
Since K is now forced to centralize every characteristic abelian subgroup 
of Q1 , and since Q, = [K, QJ, it follows that Qr is special. By (2), Z(G,) 
is cyclic. Hence, B acts indecomposably on Z(Qr). Let Ml be an irreducible 
AKQ,-group contained in M. Let $r = C,l(&‘J. Then &r = Q&r is 
is extra special, as is [Q1 , A]. By Lemma 0.13.4, / [Qi , A] j = 2(p -- 1)2. 
On the other hand, since K = [K, A] and K does not centralize Qr , it 
follows from either 0.3.16.iii or Lemma 0.13.4 that 1 [QL, A] J 3 2~. 
Hence, 2(p - 1)2 > 2”. This implies that p = 3 or 5, and in both cases we 
get j [&, , A] 1 = 2J’. Thus, if / g1 : & :I = 2”-‘f”‘, then the character of 
A on &ii&; is wl, + zfzt Xi, where X is a non-principal linear character of A, 
This implies that KA is absolutely irreducible on &i/Q; , since [K, Q,] = Q1 . 
Since 1 is the only root of unity in the field of 2 elements, K/C,(Q,) is elemen- 
tary. Hence, zu = 1, against the fact that sI is extra special. Thus, (19) is 
verified. 
We next show that 
M is the direct product of pairwise isomorphic irreducible &-groups. (20) 
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Let ill = ;\I, / ;.’ jP,, , where 111, is the join of all the irreducible S,-sub- 
groups of 1U’ isomorphic to one of its irreducible constituents. As :I? is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G, A permutes the 113, transitively. Thus, k 1 
or p. I f  k = p, then for each VI in .\I, , .-I N‘ centralizes ~1’ “I ,..l”’ ‘, so 
H centralizes m, so centralizes /II, , so centralizes :‘II. This is not the case, 
so (20) is verified. In particular, Z(S,,) is cyclic. 
Suppose now that H is an abelian r’-subgroup of S,) which admits AB. 
\Ve will show that 
[If, A] n [N, B] 1. (21) 
\\‘e may assume that II is a t-group for some prime t + f. l,et 
where M, is the join of all the irreducible 111~subgroups of 111 isomorphic to 
one of its irreducible constituents. Thus, ALIB acts as a permutation group on 
i-U, , . . . . TW, . F. 1x an index i. Suppose the orbit of M, contains py” elements 
with b ,- 0. Then no element of M, r: :“I:’ “. x iV1:“” ’ is centralized by B. 
This is impossible, since C,(A) E C,(H). Suppose the orbit of M, contains 
p elements. Then B centralizes VP ’ (ll...(l” ’ for each m in Mi , so B centralizes 
M, . Hence, in this case, [H, B] centralizes M, Suppose the orbit of M, 
contains qb elements with b ’ 0. Then B has no fixed points on Mi and iz 
normalizes M, Thus, .4 has no fixed points on M, , so [H, /I] cen- 
tralizes M, Suppose AB normalizes Xl, Then AB normalizes C,(M,). I f  
[H, A] n [H, B] is not contained in C,(ail,), then ABH,C,(M,) is a Frobe- 
nius group and 0.3.16.iii is violated. Hence, [H, A] n [fi, B] centralizes 
M, for all i. As M is a faithful tl-module, (21) holds. 
It is a straightforward consequence of (13) and (21) that K centralizesZ(Q,). 
Write Z(Q,) = Z(Q1) n C x [i3,Z(Q,)]. Suppose Z(QJ n C $: 1 and 
[A, Z(Ql)] f  1. Since Z(Q1) n C and [A,Z(Q,)] both admit B, it follows 
that Z(S,) is noncyclic, against (20). Suppose Z(Q,) == [iz, Z(Ql)]. By (21), 
B centralizes Z(Q,,), so by (20), Z(Q1) IS cyclic. But in this case, A has a non- 
trivial fixed point on [B, M], since Z(Q1) has no fixed points on M. This 
violates (6), so 
[AZ(Q,)l == 1. (22) 
Suppose [B, Z(Ql)] # 1. Since B G F(C) and Z(Q,) E C, it follows that 
[R Z&4)1 C_ O&F(C)). Hence, C,(4 c C.&B, ZKA)l). But LB, Z@dl Q &, 
so C&[B, Z(Q1)J) = 1. This violates (19). Hence, 
Z(Qd E Z(G), Z(Q1) is cyclic. (23) 
We next show that every characteristic abelian subgroup of Q1 is cyclic. 
Suppose false and H is a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup of Q1 
of least order. Then /I is elementary and H G Z,(C),). By (23), tI contains 
Q,(Z(fl,)). Let H, = C,(K) 2 .!!,(Z(&)). Since U, <:I 0, , it follows from 
the 3 subgroups lemma that [Q, . K] centralizes II,, . Since 0, -= [Q, , K], (23) 
implies that If,, is of order q, and Ii, ~~7 [N, R] is a complement to Qn,(Z(Q1)) 
in II. Since AB is faithfully represented on K&Q, , it follows readily that 
(21) is violated. 
Since every characteristic ahelian subgroup of 0, is cyclic, and since 
0, -- [Q, , K], it follows that 
0, is extraspccial. (24) 
Let 0, = Col(A), and let 0, = [Qs , R]. 11 :e will show that Q3 := 1. This 
is trivial if 0, = 0; , so suppose 0, 10; . Thus, Qz is extra special. Now 
0, 2 O,(F(C)), so 0, centralizes C,,(A). By (19), it follows that 0, n 0; 1, 
since Qi has no fixed points on IN. Let -II* = C,(A). Thus, 2X’* admits 0, 
Since 0, centralizes ;V*, Co,(J1*) + 1. But C$JM*) <1Q, , and 0; -- 0; 
is the unique minima! normal subgroup of Q? iHence, 0; centralizes 21”. 
This is not the case, so G centralizes 0, . 
Let V :=Q,lQ; and let L-l ;= C,(U,). ‘I’hen I; admits G, Suppose 
I/; C V. Let Vz,/V1 be a chief <:,-factor. Then C,,,~y,(rZ) 52 I, so 
C,(A) $ I’, This violates C,(A) c C,(B) 5 CV(B,,). Hence, B, centralizes 
V, so Q,, is the central product of 0, and a cyclic group. If  ~ B, ::> q, then 
W(B,) is central in G,, , so has no fixed points on IV. This violates (19). 
Suppose 1 B, / = q. Then Q0 = 0, and K,, is a noncentral subgroup of 
Q, . Let M* = C,(A) F 1. Then CQ4(iW*) 2 B, . Since C,JlV*) -_I 0, , 
it follows that 0; centralizes M”. This is impossible, since 0, = 0; <I G,, 
Hence, B, = 1, and B is of order q. 
Let R = [Q, , A], so that R is extraspecial, R admits AB, and Q, is the 
central product of Qz and R. as B centralizes 0, , B does not centralize R. 
Thus, AB is faithfully represented as automorphisms of R and [R, B] Q R’. 
It follows that R’ is the only minimal normal subgroup of RAB. 
Let R, -= C,(B). We argue that R, covers CR!.,(U). For suppose Y is in R 
and [r, 61 E R’, (bj = B. Then [ra, h] = [Y, h], so b centralizes ~“-1, Since A 
has no fixed points on R/R’, it follows that b centralizes Y. Let ~ R, / = y’ rh, 
/ R j = gl’““‘, Thus, k’ is an integer, k not necessarily so. In any case, 
9 ?‘; = C,;,,(B) !. 
\Ve view M as a vector space over F,. , the field of Y elements. Let F be the 
algebraic closure of F,. Since C,(.il) E C,,(R), so also C,,w(A) c C,,(B). 
Let V(, he an irreducible constituent of Fhf under the action of RAB. Then 
V, is absolutely irreducible. Since r + / RAB i, there is an algebraic number 
field k and a $-integral module IJ’ of RAB over k such that V,, is isomorphic 
to V/‘$, where ‘p is some prime divisor of Y. Hence, C,(&g) c’C,(B). \\‘e 
will show that this is impossible. 
For each nonprincipal irreducible character h of i?‘, there is exactly OJW 
irreducible character x of R such that x,~, is a multiple of A. 
Let v be the character of R,4B on I-. Then p ,R = nzx for some integer 711 
and irreducible character x of R. Let 2 be the character of R-4 induced by x. 
Let1 ~~Lo,~Llr ..., be the linear characters of RA, and let x0 be an irreducible 
constituent of 2. Then x0 is an extension of x and ,f z- x0 ~- xopl -- ... 
It follows that RA has exactly (q - 1) p faithful irreducible characters, 
each of degree q”‘. Since C,,(d) ~~ pq, it follows that x0(a) ,2 = 1. 
Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that X”(Q) my: E, where ? ~~ 1 
and ql’ rz E (mod p). 
Clearly, B stabilizes x0 , so if z,, is the character of RAB induced by x0 , 
then 2s = ~a i cpopl $- ..., where pa mm: I , p1 7 ‘.‘> are the linear characters 
of RAB which have RA in their kernel. This equality holds since C,(B) 
covers C,!,,(B). Hence, ~“(1) = q”‘, so every faithful irreducible character 
of RAB has degree q”‘, and RAB has exactly (q --- 1) pq such irreducible 
characters, one of which is p. Let 1; be a primitive qth root of unity, 1;’ a 
primitive pth root of unity, and let aij be the linear character of RAB which 
satisfies ~!,~(ab) -= <‘i[j, 0 < i -5, p --- 1, 0 < j < q -~ 1; these characters 
exhaust all the linear characters of RAB. Let 8 be the Galois group of 
Q(<‘<)/Q(<‘). Then since T,~. = q”“h, cohere h is an irreducible character of 
R', it follows that every faithful irreducible character of RAB is of the shape 
w”ajj,oEOj,O~,i~~l,O~j-~ q -~ 1, and (a, ;,j) is uniquely deter- 
mined. By the construction of x0, v. , it is clear that we may choose i, j 
so that q+j,na is a rational character. Let ~a,~ = #. Let ,E,,n = ~l,,,,,~s, so 
that ,G,,,,, ranges over all the irreducible characters of AB. Since #,AB is rational, 
there are nonnegative integers X, y, z, t such that 
Since 
I CABRIR (4 I = PSl I Cam/f?(b) I = Pq1+2k, i CABA4 I = p& 
I c/mm I = Pq2+21, I C.4BRIR~(~~) I = Pq, I CAm&~) I = Pq2v 
we find that 
I VW I2 (Q - l)pq = I C,,,(4 I - I C.4BR/RG4 I = Pd4 - 111 
I VW) I2 (4 - l)Pcl = PC4 - 1) q’+2k> I VW) I2 (4 - 1) P4 = Pd4 - 1). 
Hence 1+4(u) = E, $(b) = 4 qJc’, $(ab) = ES, 6 = f 1. The matrix expressing 
4(l), #(a), 4(b), #(ab) in terms of X, y, z, t has determinant (pq)“, and it is 
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straightforward to verify that .~yyzt f  0. This verification depends on the 
fact that B does not centralize R. We omit the calculations. 
Now $01;’ = 9 and since C,(A) c C,(B), we get that (pjAB, /&) = 0, for 
n zzz I, ..‘, 
(G,AB > Pi,j+n) 
4 - 1. This means that ($a;:,, , &!) = 0, or equivalently, 
= 0. Th’ 1s violates syzr #: 0, and completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
The condition in the theorem that 5’ be a p’-group is unfortunate. How- 
ever, (1) was used crucially in the proof. Let p be a prime, n a positive integer. 
We will construct a solvable group S, such that h(S,,) 3 n and such that S, 
admits an automorphism x, of order p whose fixed point set is a p-group. If  
11 = 1, let S, be the cyclic group of order p2, s1 an automorphism of order p. 
Suppose S, is available. Let 9 be a prime which does not divide 1 S, 1. Then 
T = Z, 2 S, has Fitting height at least ?z + 1. Let r be the set of all prime 
divisors of 1 T 1 different from p, and let N be the product of all the primes 
in r. \Vrite T = F/R, where F is a free group. Let R, be the subgroup of R 
generated by R’ and by the Nth power of every element of R. Let K = F/R0 . 
It is easy to verify that every n-element of K of prime order lies in R/R,, 
(an observation first made by Gaschiitz). Finally, set S,,, = Z, 2 K == BK, 
where B is an elementary normal p-subgroup, the base group. Let 
B-B1 x ‘.. x B,;, 
where each Bi is an irreducible R/R,,-group. Choose 15. in Bf’ and 
set b == b, ... 6, . Let ~,+r be the inner automorphism of S,, +r’induced by b. 
We argue that Cs,+,(b) is a p-group. In any case, C,n+l(b) = BK, , where k’, 
is a subgroup of K. Thus, K, is a p-group if and only if K,, n R/R, = 1. 
Suppose r E K, n R/R,, . Then r centralizes each bi, so centralizes each Bi , 
so centralizes B, so = 1. This produces the pair (&+t , ~~+i). As is clear 
from the construction, we may construct S,,, by letting S, be any solvable 
group of Fitting height at least n. 
Conjecture. Suppose 5’ is solvable and C is a Carter subgroup of S. Then 
h(S) <f(n) for some function f, where n is the number of primes 
dividing j C j, multiplicity included. 
It is a consequence of the theorem that the conjecture holds in case C is a 
Hall subgroup of S. The more general conjecture is more difficult. 
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